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BOOKS FOR GIRLS
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NEW

BOOKS FOR GIRLS
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Our book let you insight Sandy and her girlfriends, 
Penny, Lily and Gabby’s everyday life. You can learn 
how teenage girls get on with the world of fashion 
and beauty, what kind of pets they have and who 
their favourite stars are. Moreover they provide you 
with some creative and magical ideas.

128 pages
Paperback
147 mm × 200 mm
Ages 8+

specifications:

GIRLS ONLY
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Make your own dress collection for your fashion show. Let the mannequins wear fashionable clothes and accessories. Copy the 
coloured pictures or draw your own ideas. Finally, cut out the dolls on the back and dress them with the dazzling stickers.

64 pages
Paperback
147 mm × 200 mm
Ages 8+

specifications:

MY FIRST FASHION SHOW

8

BOOKS FOR GIRLS

COMING SOON



Take a look at the daily life of a fashion design team. Let your imagination fl ow and create individual collections for the beach, school 
or for sports or even lavish balls. Make up new hairstyles, give the mannequins jewellery and don’t forget the sparkly stickers!

48 pages
Paperback
213 mm × 275 mm
Ages 7+

specifications:

PLAYFUL FASHION DESIGNER

9

COMING SOON
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In this marvellously illustrated book little girls can travel to the world of princesses. They will learn how they can become real prin-
cesses, as they spend a thoroughly fun time with the charming Princess Butterfl y in her everyday life. They can–or example–put 
their suitors to the test and learn how ought to behave as a princess. They can also make their own beautiful princess accessories.

THE PRINCESS’ HANDBOOK

NEW

BOOKS FOR GIRLS
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64 pages
Hardcover
300 mm × 240 mm
Ages 8+

specifications:
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EDUCATIONAL BOOKS
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LOOK AROUND! SERIES

14

64 pages
Hardcover
213 mm × 275 mm
Ages 5+

specifications:

FAR, FAR AWAY
This unusual storybook shows the adventurous life, good and bad habits, and the most characteristic qualities of giants, elves, 
dragons and fairies, in other words the classic fairy tale heroes. Amusing descriptions and short stories are complemented by fun 
brain-teasers that stimulate the imagination. All that is usually needed to answer the questions is fantasy, and every reasoned an-
swer is right. This is the point of the book – to encourage free, creative thinking in children. 

A series of fun, awareness-raising books for infant 
and primary school children. 

– fun descriptions full of information 
– fascinating facts, exciting connections 
– interactive puzzles, playful activities, indoor games  
– attractive illustrations, explanatory drawings

COMING SOON

EDUCATIONAL BOOKS
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IN THE ZOO
THE WORLD THROUGH THE EYES
OF CHILDREN

Why don’t the lions escape from the zoo? Why does the boa 
need to be measured/weighed? When do bats go to sleep? 
What time do the gardeners start work in the zoo? How is a 
giraff e transported? This book answers countless questions 
and shows the enthralling world of the modern zoo through 
eye-catching illustrations. Young readers can learn about the 
daily routine and the living spaces of the zoo animals, as well 
as the work of the keepers. Brief descriptions of species help 
build children’s knowledge of natural science. 

“Hi, I’m Pete. I live in Alaska and I’m an Eskimo. I bet you think 
I live in an igloo, but I don’t. Our house is built of wood and 
stone. But grandpa has shown me lots of times how to cut 
blocks of frozen snow and stack them on top of each other 
in a circle. We use these shelters made out of ice when we go 
fi shing.”
Interesting information about countries, lands, peoples and 
customs – as seen through the eyes of the children who live 
there.
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16

424 pages
Hardcover
150 mm × 180 mm
Ages 9+

specifications:

DINOSAURS AND PREHISTORIC ANIMALS
The highly readable, succinct descriptions are packed with information 
and illustrated by spectacular, large colour pictures and explanatory dia-
grams that combine facts with artistic imagination.   

EDUCATIONAL BOOKS
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128 pages
Hardcover
213 mm × 275 mm
Ages 8+

specifications:

THE CYCLE OF LIFE
Jungle, desert, prairie, tundra, coast, lake… Would you like to know more about the animals and plants living in these environments, 
their daily adventures and where you can meet these grand masters of adaptation? Which animals migrate, when and why? On our 
journey around the globe, we will visit familiar and less familiar parts, taking a look at diverse local animal and plant communities. 
This concise guide for young readers contains a wealth of fascinating and surprising information, accompanied by detailed and 
vivid images, questions to check understanding and glossary entries to facilitate comprehension. 

COMING SOON
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ROME
The book gives an authentic picture of the Roman Empire, one of the most fascinating and  infl uential  empires of the ancient world. 
It provides an insight into the day-to-day life of the inhabitants of ancient Rome, from poor slaves to wealthy and infl uential sena-
tors. It also provides valuable information on the achievements of Roman architecture, such as their road and aqueduct networks 
that have survived to this day, or their fantastic public baths. The birth and the over one thousand years of existence of the Roman 
Empire were based on the remarkably organised and effi  cient Roman army and soldiers, also described in detail for the pleasure 
and education of our young readers. 

18

EDUCATIONAL BOOKS

64 pages
Hardcover
213 mm ×275 mm
Ages 12+

specifications:

ANCIENT CIVILISATIONS

COMING SOON
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64 pages
Hardcover
240 mm × 264 mm
Ages 9+

specifications:

DISCOVERIES AND INVENTIONS
What would our life look like without the motor car, electricity or the telephone? How could distant continents have been discovered 
without suitable ships or navigation equipment? These are just a few of the objects, tools and methods that have changed human 
life, making it easier or happier. Who invented them? What made them signifi cant? This book will tell you how and when these 
splendid inventions came into being. It also explains how the various continents, seas, trade routes, passages were discovered. The 
informative descriptions, teeming with interesting and startling facts, are accompanied by extraordinary 3D illustrations. 

NEW

EDUCATIONAL BOOKS
3D BOOKS SERIES



21

WARPLANES
In this book we have introduced and categorized the development of war-
planes from the very beginning of aviation up to the present day. We exam-
ine how events in history or wartime aff ected their emergence, the technological development they went through and what weapons 
were born on the drawing board. Colourful drawings illustrate the most famous warplanes and their history. 

64 pages
Hardcover
240 mm × 264 mm
Ages 12+

specifications:

3D BOOKS SERIES

COMING SOON
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3D BOOKS SERIES

Spectacular illustrations envisaged by the publisher use 3D technology to turn the scenes and events into real experiences which 
enhance the pleasure of reading.

22

EDUCATIONAL BOOKS



3D BOOKS SERIES

64 pages
Hardcover
240 mm × 264 mm
Ages 9+

specifications:

23
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WATCHING ANIMALS 3D SERIES

The series Watching Animals 3D introduces the reader to the everyday lives of animals and helps discover fascinating patterns of 
behaviour including camoufl age, making poison, migration, courting rituals, parental care, body poses and the background to the 
development of social relations. The colourful world of community populating once undisturbed habitats on earth.

EDUCATIONAL BOOKS
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64 pages
Hardcover
275 mm × 240 mm
Ages 12+

specifications:
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ALL ABOUT THE WORLD SERIES

64 pages
Hardcover
213 mm × 275 mm
Ages 9+

specifications:

The contents of the six-volume series All About the World off er an insight into the everyday lives of 
people living in a far-fl ung corners of the world.

EDUCATIONAL BOOKS

26



The inspired, superb quality illustrations do not only 
please the eye but draw attention to the simple yet 
detailed texts. Whoever chooses Illustrated Bible Stories 
will be rewarded with a comprehensive, well-made, valu-
able, easy-to-use book. An excellent choice!

27

ILLUSTRATED BIBLE STORIES

224 pages
Hardcover
240 mm × 298 mm
Ages 9+

specifications:

56, 48 pages
Hardcover
240 mm × 325 mm
Ages 12+

specifications:

ILLUSTRATED ATLASES OF PIRATES
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FATHER & SON BOOKS
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ULTIMATE ATLASES WITH 3D SECTIONS

Detailed, computer-aided 3D illustrations, colourful diagrams and easy-to-understand explanations in language suitable for people 
just becoming familiar with military technology off er an informative guide to the world of military vehicles not only for newcomers 
to the subject but also for more knowledgeable readers. 

FATHER & SON BOOKS

30

64 pages
Hardcover
240 mm × 325 mm
Ages 12+

specifications:

NEW

MILITARY VEHICLES



31

3D ANNEX

ON DEMAND
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Would you like to know more about the world’s most powerful, most stunning vehicles that are unique in their own category? Which 
is the largest fi re-fi ghting aircraft? Which is the biggest bulldozer? And which vessel submerges itself to pick up its load and then 
resurfaces? What sort of heavy vehicle moves radio telescopes in the South American desert and which machine carries glowing, 
molten metal? You can learn the answers to all these questions in this book presenting heavy machinery and a series of civilian 
and military vehicles. Discover the special features of their size, performance and operation, and their construction through large 
colourful, highly detailed drawings. The text full of unusual information explains the history of the vehicles, their special parts and 
essential information about them as well as the jobs they were designed for. The special 3D pictures at the end of the volume help 
you “really” see inside these giant vehicles.

64 pages
Hardcover
240 mm × 325 mm
Ages 10+

specifications:

32

GIANT MACHINES

ULTIMATE ATLASES WITH 3D SECTIONS
FATHER & SON BOOKS



64 pages
Hardcover
240 mm × 325 mm
Ages 10+

specifications:

The use of vehicles in our everyday lives and work is a natural experience for us, however, we have little knowledge about their 
construction and operating principles. This publication helps in understanding them with spectacular illustrations and detailed in-
formation. The illustrated atlas of vehicles explains land, sea and air transport vehicles as well as those capable of space travel on 
large-size coloured cutaway diagrams with high detail. It gives an overview of their external and internal structures, operation, and 
provides insight into their history too. Apart from explaining technical features, the publication describes a number of fascinating 
peculiarities, and raises a series of solemn as well as thrilling questions. For example, we learn how low a deep sea submarine is 
capable of diving, what the diff erences are between a space ship and a space shuttle, or where the largest transport vehicles on 
Earth–the giant trucks–are used.

33

THE ILLUSTRATED ATLAS OF VEHICLES
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This scientifi c, richly illustrated volume shows the reader–whether being a student, teacher, parent or adult interested in soldier-
ing–over the most important periods of military history, from the ancient to mediaval times and spurs the reader to get to know this 
fi eld deeply.

80 pages
Hardcover
240 mm × 325 mm
Ages 10+

specifications:

WARRIORS ILLUSTRATED ATLAS

ULTIMATE ATLASES WITH 3D SECTIONS
FATHER & SON BOOKS

34

NEW



80 pages
Hardcover
240 mm × 325 mm
Ages 10+

specifications:

The book’s highly detailed, historically faithful, artistic illustrations not only throw light ont he written descriptions but also provide 
a further source of information, making mediaval objects almost palpable for the reader, and even inspiring an active interest int he 
historical re-enactment of the events of these dark yet truly exciting ages.

THE ILLUSTRATED ATLAS OF KNIGHTS

35
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The reader can follow the careers of the World’s best footballers, from childhood until the present day. Learn about their most im-
portant career landmarks, their greatest joys, successes and tributes. Score cards, records, QR codes, famous quotes

40 pages
Hardcover
213 mm × 275 mm
Ages 8+

specifications:

THE WORLD’S GREATEST FOOTBALLERS

FATHER & SON BOOKS

NEW
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32 pages
Hardcover
213 mm × 275 mm
Ages 12+

specifications:

OVER 250 THE FASTEST MOTORCYCLES OVER 300 THE FASTEST SPORTS CARS
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Never in the history of the world were so many wars waged as in the 20th century. Great War, World War II, Korea, Vietnam, the 
Middle East, Afghanistan – each was the theatre of a bloody war.

38

ILLUSTRATED ATLASES OF WARS
FATHER & SON BOOKS

48 pages
Hardcover
240 mm × 325 mm
Ages 12+

specifications:



39
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40

STORY BOOKS



41
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In the latest part of the series, Felicity continues to explore the old things in the attic of her grandparents. She listens carefully to 
what the old watch, the Christmas star made out of straw or the fancy sleigh-bell have to say, and her imagination creates for  us 
the beautiful illustrations in this book.

CHRISTMAS TALES FROM THE ATTIC 2.

42

STORY BOOKS

32 pages
Hardcover
213 mm × 275 mm
Ages 7+

specifications:



Young readers visit an old attic in seven unrealated stories, where in their imagination they can joing in adventures full of emotion 
and excitement. Thinking about these life situations woven into tales can give new value to children’s pre-Christmas expectations.

CHRISTMAS TALES FROM THE ATTIC

43

32 pages
Hardcover
213 mm × 275 mm
Ages 7+

specifications:
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The pages of this book about much-loved woodland animal characters have a wealth of colourful illustrations. 

TALES ABOUT ANIMALS

STORY BOOKS

48 pages
Hardcover
240 mm × 264 mm
Ages 5+

specifications:

44

NEW



Listening to and reading Breezy’s adventures readers, too, can be part of the exciting world of everyday life on Flower Farm.

BREEZY THE LITTLE PONY

64 pages
Hardcover
213 mm × 275 mm
Ages 5+

specifications:

45
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The best 28 of the Brothers Grimm’s tales have been selected 
for this volume.

Readers can now enjoy the eternal values of artistic im-
ages and thoughts int he form of a beautiful book.

GRIMM TALES A SELECTION OF ANDERSEN’S  TALES

STORY BOOKS

208 pages
Hardcover
240 mm × 240 mm
Ages 7+

specifications:
32 pages
Hardcover
213 mm × 275 mm
Ages 7+

specifications:

46



The stories in this book illustrated by beautiful pictures 
invite youn readers to a country garden fragrant with the 
sent of hay.

The stories of varying length and the poems are 
ideal for whole-word reading, and off er an excellent 
opportunity for children to learn to enjoy reading.

LEARNING ABOUT ANIMALS PATCHWORK STORYBOOK

48 pages
Hardcover
213 mm × 275 mm
Ages 6+

specifications:
64 pages
Hardcover
213 mm × 275 mm
Ages 7+

specifications:

47
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HERO OF ADVENTURES SERIES

Thanks to the varied settings and charecters, and the diff erent styles of illustration, children can experience the magic of discovery 
with each volume.

STORY BOOKS

48 pages
Hardcover
213 mm × 275 mm
Ages 6–8

specifications:

48



This storybook contains over almost fi fty original animals stories. Each tale provokes further thought and so they are ideal bedtime 
conversation topics before going to sleep.

BEDTIME STORIES FOR LITTLE ONES

64 pages
Hardcover
213 mm × 275 mm
Ages 6+

specifications:

49

COMING SOON
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STORY BOOKS

64 pages
Hardcover
213 mm × 275 mm
Ages 6+

specifications:

COMING SOON
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